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Abstract In this paper, we propose a novel computer
gaming style Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming, where our experience is enriched in our daily lives by using gaming
concepts. In Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming, human daily
activities are implicitly tracked and interpreted by using
several sensing techniques. Then the feedbacks of the activities are returned to users as game system presentation. Those users can enjoy the game without too much
conscious.
We describe the motivation and conceptual framework of lifestyle ubiquitous gaming, and show two case
studies that we have conducted to demonstrate our proposal’s feasibility and eﬀectiveness.

There have been many types of persuasion technologies. Books have been used to change people’s attitudes
and behavior since ancient times. Recently some applications including serious games[3] have been developed for
this purpose. One of the underlying problems in these
technologies is that those users cannot realize whether
they get well or not. Using users’ conditions has big potential to overcome this problem.
In this paper, we present Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming, which overcomes the problem of existing serious
games to expand the possibility to enrich our experience in our daily lives. We believe that Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming will open the door to the novel application
space for future gaming. The rest of the paper is strucKeywords Persuasive Technology · Serious Games ·
tured as follows. Section 2 describes the characteristics of
Pervasive Gaming · Ambient Display
Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming.Section 3 presents a framework of Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming. In Section 4 and
5, we show two case studies for demonstrating our proposals. Section 6 describes some discussions. In section 7
1 Introduction
we describes related work and future work, and Section
Ubiquitous computing technologies including sensing tech- 8 concludes the paper.
niques have made it possible to acquire various types of
users’ status or conditions. These information have been
mainly used for providing personalized services and ap- 2 Characteristics of Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming
plications. When these services are provided, those users
are generally unconscious of what kinds of information Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming consists of the following
about themselves are used. These information are used four characteristics. The ﬁrst characteristic is that Lifestyle
Ubiquitous Gaming should be enjoyable. This is an essilently.
However, we think it has also strong point to make sential characteristic for players to participate in the
them realize their own conditions. For example, when game willingly. In players’ daily activities, gaming is not
someone ride on a bathroom scale, s/he might want to the ﬁrst class activity. The second characteristic is that
lose his/her weight. By using the technologies above, we Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming should support daily achave been able to monitor users’ conditions and their tivities, not special activities. The third characteristic is
daily activities without any preparation. Thus we can that a player should not feel burden. This solves a problem of existing serious games, that they require a user’s
use such information for persuading those users.
concentration to play games. The last characteristic is
to enrich a player’s experience in his/her daily activities.
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text that is a sequence of a user’s everyday activities by

Fig. 1 Conceptual Framework of Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming

using ubiquitous computing technologies. The extracted
context is represented with gaming features in an ambient style. By this presentation style, a player will not
spend too much time for gaming. To play the game, a
player needs to perform only daily activities to enrich
his/her experience in their daily lives. Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming enhances the quality of daily lives because
it makes their boring and messy daily tasks more pleasurable, and it improves a user’s habit.
3 Conceptual Framework

room is not so clean even she often cleans her room”. It
decides what kind of gaming representation would be
shown for making their each cleaning activity fun and
motivating them. Then it generates hints for achieving
the goal.
Lifestyle Presentation: Unlike in the case of ordinary
computer games, too blinging and bright representation
would be annoying and disturbing in Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming style. In this stage, the hints generated in
the game logic stage are represented through daily representation objects such as a ﬁne art, an aquarium and
a teddy bear. These objects provide ambient clues to
achieve goals of the games in restrained ways that do
not require too much time and attention to understand.
Those goals also mean, in other words, improving players’ lives and making their custom better.
The lifestyle presentation communicates the feedback
information to a user in a situated form. In Lifestyle
Ubiquitous Gaming, we provide both immediate and accumulated feedback. Immediate feedback gives users an
immediate clue on the desirability of their actions. Accumulated feedback may be used to create long-term consequences faster than the real long-term consequences of
the behavior would occur. It can also create an accumulated history for a behavior that otherwise has little.

Fig. 1 shows the overview of Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming
conceptual framework. This framework consists of four 4 Prototype 1: Virtual Aquarium
stages: lifestyle tracking, sensor analysis, game logic, lifestyle
presentation enclosing human daily activities. These stages To assess and develop our concept and design, we are
transit as a cycle as shown in the ﬁgure. We describe building prototypes of ubiquitous lifestyle gaming sysabout the characteristic of each stage and human daily tems. So far we have completed two prototypes: Virtual
activities to be used in Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming as Aquarium and Mona Lisa Bookshelf.
Virtual Aquarium has the objective of improving users’
follows.
Lifestyle Tracking: In Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming, dental hygiene by promoting correct tooth brushing pracplayers basically just use daily objects such as a tooth- tices. The system is set up in the bathroom where it turns
brush, a bookshelf and a kitchen knife in their regular a mirror into a simulated aquarium. Fish living in the
daily lives. Their daily activities using the daily objects aquarium are aﬀected by the users’ tooth brushing acare tracked implicitly by sensors embedded in the daily tivity. If users brush their teeth properly, the ﬁsh prosper
objects[7]. The tracked data is passed to the next stages and procreate. If not, they are weakened and may even
that use them as input events on the gaming world. In perish.
this way, players do not have to very conscious of playing games, and it is very easy to play the games for even
4.1 Game Design and implementation
non-gamers such as elderly people.
Sensor Analysis: Each tracked data extracted from
embedded sensors is often too ﬁne-grained to use in game 4.1.1 Lifestyle Tracking and Sensor Analysis
logics. This stage analyzes the tracked data into contexts
that are highly abstracted activity information such as Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the system. Tooth
“Alice is brushing her teeth” and “The Art of Computer brushing activity is detected by using Cookies: CoinProgramming is in the bookshelf”.
sized wireless sensor nodes that contain several types of
Game Logic: In this stage, goals of Lifestyle Ubiqui- sensors[11]. In this system, we used a 3-axis acceleromtous Gaming such as making cooking fun and motivating eter. One Cookie is attached to each toothbrush in a
daily cleaning are incorporated with analyzed contexts in household. Since toothbrushes are usually not shared and
game logics. For example, a logic motivating daily clean- each Cookie has a unique identiﬁcation number, we are
ing one’s own room stores cleaning contexts of a player’s able to infer which user is using the system at a given
rooms daily and deﬁnes the states of their rooms such as time. Tooth brushing patterns are recognized by analyz“Alice’s room is clean”, “Bob’s room is dirty” or “Carol’s ing acceleration data.

Fig. 2 Virtual Aquarium Architecture

4.1.2 Game Logic
The objective of Virtual Aquarium is to promote good
tooth brushing practices. In this prototype, the ideal behavior was deﬁned as follows: 1) users should brush their
teeth at least twice per day; 2) one session should involve at least three minutes of brushing; and 3) brushing
should involve patterns that ensure the teeth are properly cleaned. User behavior is compared to this ideal and
translated to feedback as described as follows.
4.1.3 Lifestyle Presentation
At the design phase we considered replacing a normal
bathroom mirror with an AwareMirror [6] that doubles
as a screen due to its capability to blend in with the
environment. However, due to cost reasons, this prototype uses an ordinary small ﬂat screen mounted in the
bathroom.

Fig. 3 A view of the aquarium while the user is tooth brushing, showing a moving scrub and a dancing ﬁsh.

Immediate Feedback: When a user begins to brush her
teeth, a scrub inside the aquarium starts cleaning algae
oﬀ the aquarium wall. At the same time, a set of ﬁsh
associated with the user starts moving in the aquarium
in a playful manner. When the user has brushed for a
suﬃcient time, the scrub ﬁnishes cleaning and the ﬁshes’
dance turns to a more elegant pattern. When the user

ﬁnishes brushing, the ﬁsh end their dance and resume
their normal activities. Both the activity of the ﬁsh and
the movement of the scrub are designed in such a way
as to give the user hints regarding the correct method of
tooth brushing. Fig. 3 shows a scene from the aquarium
during brushing.
Accumulated Feedback: The ﬁsh’s health is visibly affected by how clean the aquarium is. If a user neglects
to brush her teeth, some ﬁsh fall ill and may even die. In
contrast, faithful brushing may result in the ﬁsh laying
eggs. At ﬁrst, the eggs are not very likely to hatch. If
the user continues to brush consistently for a number of
days in row, the incubation ratio increases. This way, the
accumulated feedback gives clues to the correct behavior and attempts to maintain motivation over a period
of time.

4.2 Evaluation
To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the system in actually
changing people’s tooth brushing behavior, we designed
a user study. A pilot study was then carried out, but the
full user study remains to be implemented. The study
consists of following three phases.
1. For a set of test households representative of the general population, a Cookie is attached to each person’s
personal toothbrush. The households are then asked
to continue their normal activities, while daily tooth
brushing patterns are recorded. Once the patterns
have stabilized over time,the study is moved to the
next phase.
2. The Virtual Aquarium system is introduced to the
households’ bathrooms while tooth brushing patterns
continue to be recorded. Once the patterns have stabilized to some pre-determined degree over time, the
study is moved to the ﬁnal phase.
3. The system is removed while brushing patterns continue to be recorded. Once the patterns have stabilized to some pre-determined degree over time, the
data collection is concluded. Brushing records are analyzed to ﬁnd out the eﬀect that the introduction of
feedback had on the patterns and to what extent the
eﬀect seems persistent.
To assess the viability of the study plan (e.g. the stabilization times at each phase) and to gather some preliminary results, we conducted a 8-12-day pilot study.
The participants were three male and four female volunteers from three households. Fig. 4 shows how the
recorded tooth brushing time per session for each participant changed during the study. In all cases, the times
were less than three minutes at the beginning of the
study, but increased to over three minutes when the Virtual Aquarium was introduced. After we removed the
system, the times fell back yet mostly remained higher
than their initial levels for the remainder of the study. In

Fig. 4 Brushing time for each morning (mo) and night (ni) of the study for each participant. Total brushing time is
the interval between start and end times of accelerometer use, while actual brushing time is the number of seconds the
accelerometer sensed movement.

a concluding interview, the participants also themselves
reported that their brushing patterns had changed, at
least for the time being.

5 Prototype 2: Mona Lisa Bookshelf
Resources shared by a number of people, such as public
toilet or bookshelf in library, tend to deteriorate quickly
in a process called the tragedy of the commons. This
happens because each individual derives a personal beneﬁt from using the resources, while any costs are shared
between all the users, leading to reckless use. Ecologist
Garret Hardin who popularized this concept noted that
this belongs to the category of problems that cannot be
solved by technology alone, requiring instead a change
in human behavior [9].
Our second prototype, Mona Lisa Bookshelf, is aimed
at keeping a bookshelf organized. It tries to encourage
users to keep books in order and to return missing books,
but also to take books out every now and then for reading. Each book in the shelf is linked with a piece of a
digital image of the Mona Lisa. Like a picture puzzle,
the image changes according to how the books are positioned. A high-quality ﬂat display placed near the bookshelf shows the image to the users.

5.1 Game Design and implementation
Fig. 5 shows the architecture of the system, similar to the
overall ubiquitous lifestyle feedback system architecture
presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 Architecture of the Mona Lisa Bookshelf system.

5.1.1 Lifestyle Tracking and Sensor Analysis
The tracking is based on optically detecting books in the
shelf. In the prototype system, visual tags are attached
to the spines of the books to facilitate their detection
and identiﬁcation. Visual tags are also attached to the
corners of the shelf to determine its dimensions.
The detection system comprises the following hardware: a digital video camera, a high-resolution digital
camera and two infrared distance detectors. The distance sensors and the digital video camera are used to
detect whether a user is manipulating books in the shelf.
As soon as a user is seen leaving the shelf, the highresolution still camera takes a picture of it. Images captured by the still camera are analyzed by the VisualCodes[14] software library, which recognizes the visual
tags attached to the books. Each visual code yields data
regarding its position, alignment and identity. This is
then translated into context information that describes
the bookshelf’s width and height, which books are cur-

5.2 Evaluation

Fig. 6 Some books are tilted and in the wrong order. Also
some books are missing(Left). None of books have been
picked up for a long time(Right).

rently contained in shelf, and how they are aligned and
ordered. This information is then passed to the feedback
logic component.

A quantitative user study could be conceived where the
state of a bookshelf is monitored with and without the
Mona Lisa Bookshelf system, but none is being planned
at the moment. A light qualitative study to obtain feedback regarding the design was carried out in a laboratory
setting. Five participants from the lab (three male and
two female) were interviewed after they had experienced
the system for two days. Key ﬁndings were that the feedback was thought to be intuitive, but that the cameras
should be concealed, shutter noise in particular being a
distraction.
6 Discussion and Future work

In this section, we describe some discussions and future
work given through designing and implementing proto5.1.2 Game Logic
type games described in case studies.
Direct vs indirect metaphor mapping: In our current
In this prototype, the feedback logic aims to encourage case studies, the presentations like an aquarium and a
the following ideal behavior: 1) books should be arranged ﬁne art have few relevance with the actual activities like
correctly and aligned neatly; and 2) at least one of the tooth brushing and book arrangement. That is because
books should be read at least once per week. The correct we thought if it is directly connected like the tooth brusharrangement of the books is pre-programmed, and could ing game shows deformed bad teeth, players who are lazy
be e.g. alphabetical. User behavior is compared to this for tooth brushing might not be interested in it. Howideal, and translated to the feedback.
ever, that tooth brushing game encourages players who
are already interested in tooth brushing more. We expect to build another game that presentation metaphor
5.1.3 Lifestyle Presentation
is directly mapped to the activity and prospect the difference.
Presenting information in the form of paintings on the
User studies: We still have not conducted any formal
wall has previously been explored in the Informative art user studies. We believe that we have to answer two quesproject, which used art as inspiration for both the ap- tions: (1) Is it fun or not? How people accept or reject
pearance and the physical role of information displays our gaming concept? (2) Can these games really encour[10]. This approach conforms nicely to our design prin- age boring daily activities? For answering the ﬁrst quesciple of providing calm output.
tion, we expect to use think aloud technique and interImmediate Feedback: When a book is removed from view with short-term experiments. For the second one,
the shelf, the corresponding piece of the Mona Lisa im- we expect to conduct long-term experiments with followage also disappears. If books are lying on their face or ing steps. At ﬁrst, we observe subjects doing particular
otherwise misaligned, the pieces of the image also be- activities without games several days. Then, we deploy
come misaligned, distorting the picture. When the books games in their home and observe changes in the activities
are arranged neatly, Mona Lisa smiles contently. The as- several days. At last, we remove the games and continue
sumption is that users are aware of how da Vinci’s Mona to observe changes. Each observation can be easily done
Lisa is supposed to look like, and as when completing a by using sensors embedded in daily objects.
picture puzzle, inherently prefer the correct solution to
Networking Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming: Our protoa distorted image. The feedback thus provides clues and type games are all stand-alone programs. It is because
motivation for keeping the bookshelf organized(Fig. 6). we thought that it was appropriate to explore Lifestyle
Accumulated Feedback: In addition to the accumu- Ubiquitous Gaming with building simple games at ﬁrst
lated eﬀect of the pieces of the image being moved around, step. We identify that networking features can make our
there is an accumulated feedback mechanism that at- games much more fun. For example, competition of virtempts to encourage users to read the books once in a tual aquariums’ daily snapshots would make players more
while: if none of the books are removed from the shelf competitive. Daily activities on the Web such as blogging
for over a week, Mona Lisa starts getting visibly older. and social networking services could be easily integrated
Fig. 6 shows and example of an aged portrait. As soon with Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming like BlogPet[4].
as one of the books is removed from the shelf (hopefully
What happens when users bore the game ? One of
to be read), she regains her youth.
the problems of our current approach is that users may

stop to continue their good behavior when they bore our
games. We are currently working on how technologies
can encourage them to continue their activities. However, user will lose interests in games some day. We need
to discuss how the games persuade users to be continued
until they develop habits.
Expected limitations of Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming:
The ﬁnal question that we have to explore is “Can lifestyle
ubiquitous games become current Hollywood-like largescale game alternatives?” We expect that even if we could
achieve making quite attractive gaming world around
lifestyle ubiquitous games, they can hardly become the
alternatives for hard core gamers who truly love to play
large scale games. But, we can see large movements in
which ordinary people leave large scale console games
to simple and convenient mobile games around in many
parts of the world. We believe that exploring this research makes new alternatives for people who is hesitative about playing computer games.

been attached in front of the monitor, and only bright
color from the display can penetrate the board.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we showed a concept and case studies of
Lifestyle Ubiquitous Gaming that is a novel computer
gaming style embedded in our daily lives. It makes boring daily activities fun and does not require too much
attention and time to play. We believe this novel gaming idea can inspire the current game industry and open
up new breakthroughs. But, currently this research is in
the very early stage so that we still could not verify the
eﬀectiveness and feasibility. We are planning to do practical and long-term user studies and build more games
exploring the other daily activities: cooking and resource
saving.
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